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This is my own rendition of the rules. I came up with them because play-testing the game against human and
computer players alike have shown me that, playing by the most conventional rules guarantees a victory for the
goose player, providing he / she understands how to play the game reasonably well.
By combining a less common board design with my favourite rule variation, I think the result has been to produce
a fairly balanced game. I can't vouch for it being perfectly even: I'm sure it isn't, by nature of the fact that the
players have different goals, but I think it seems balanced enough to be challenging and fun for both players.
Please feel free to get in touch with me through the contacts page with any feedback you might have.
Regards,
Joanna

RULES
One player will play the geese and the other will play
the fox. The fox player aims to win by gobbling up all
of the geese. The goose player aims to win by
immobilising the fox - that is by depriving him of any
legal movement.
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Set Up
At the start of the game place the 13 geese on the
yellow spots as shown in fig. 1. Allow the fox player to
position his / her fox on any other vacant spot.
Movement
In a turn, a player may move any one of his / her
pieces along a line in any direction, to any adjacent
vacant yellow spot. The goose player moves first and
then play alternates between the players.
Geese may move along the orthogonal lines only.
The orthogonal lines are the non-diagonal ones and
on this board they are black.
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The Fox may move in exactly the same manner as a
goose, but he may also move along the red
diagonal lines - again in ANY direction, This gives
the fox much greater mobility, as a real fox does.
Capture
Capture is as in the game of draughts / checkers - the
fox is permitted to jump over a goose onto a vacant
point on the opposite side. By doing so he makes a
capture - the goose is removed from the board for the
duration of the game. Within the same turn, the fox
player is permitted to go on making additional
captures, providing he may do so immediately. These
may continue as the opportunities present themselves
- along the same lines or changing direction any
number of times.
The goose player is not permitted to make captures
and so to win the game must work together in tight
formation to avoid being capture and to trap the fox.
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Alternative board
layouts. The first is the
most conventional Fox
and Geese board.
Notice how it has half
as many diagonal
lines. I find that this
board guarantees the
goose player a win
unless they make a
mistake.
Below is a reworking of
it - as an alternative to
providing the fox player
with so many new
diagonals, it allows him
four escape routes.
The goose player
might have to work
very hard to prevent
the fox having access
to these slip aways at
crucial moments.

